Welcome to SFA!
Expect a lot of traffic on move-in day and keep in mind that many residents will be moving in at the same time. Do not pull into a drive that is full of cars or block drives; you will be asked to move immediately. Do not pull into a handicapped space, onto a sidewalk or onto the grass to unload. Vehicles in fire lanes, handicapped spaces (without permit), on grass or blocking driving lanes will be ticketed and towed.

It is not possible to accommodate everyone’s vehicle in the building’s unloading zone. Plan to unload items onto the sidewalk or grass near the building. Once your vehicle is unloaded, please move it to a designated parking area and have a family member stay with your belongings.

If coming in multiple vehicles, the student should check in while the loaded vehicle finds space in the unloading zone. Other vehicles should park in designated parking areas.

Parking Services and Residence Life appreciates your compliance with the above procedures. Following these rules helps the move-in process go smoothly for all residents.

Axe ‘em, Jacks!